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Abstract. A numerical method for solving joint eigenpairs of a family of commuting matrices is 
presented. The stability of algorithm and perturbation bounds of the problems are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It has long been known that there are 11 three-dimensional coordinate systems in which 
the Helmholtz equation (also the Laplace equation) is directly separable. In many cases, 
however, the separation constants cannot themselves be decoupled. They will appear as 
spectral parameters in each of the attendant ordinary differential equations. Consequently, 
the following multiparameter Sturm-Liouville problems 
-(PP Y:)' + 4% Yr = 2 As +s YT, r= l,...,m, (1.1) 
SC1 
with continuous coefficients and appropriate boundary conditions will be formed, where 
Al, f* .,kn are spectral numbers, cf. [l-3]. 
By a discretisation technique, (1.1) can be cast into multiparameter eigenvalue problems in 
matrix form. Under certain conditions, Atkinson [4] proved that the matrix multiparameter 
eigenvalue problem is equivalent to the joint eigenpair problem of a family of matrices: 
(1.2) 
where {Ai}z”=, E Cnx” are pairwise commutative and Hermitian positive definite, with inner 
product (., .)* (P is a positive definite matrix), I E Cnx” is a unit, matrix. X = (Xl, . . . , A,) 
and X satisfying (1.2) are called joint eigenpairs of {Ai}? and denoted by [X(Al, . . . , X,), X] 
or[(Xl,... , X,), X] , where m 1 1, dim X > 1. When dim X = 1, we may use small 5 instead 
OfX. 
Throughout this paper, (( . 11 d enotes a-norm of a vector or a matrix. 
The author is indebted to the referee for helpful suggestions. 
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2. THE ALGORITHM AND STABILITY 
Suppose {Ai};: E Cflxn. If {Ai}? are pairwise commutative, then they possess at least 
one common eigenvector. If (Ai)? are pairwise commuting as well as nondefective, they 
possess n common eigenvectors; if (Ai}? are pairwise commuting and normal, then their 
common eigenvectors can be chosen as an orthonorma1 basis of C”. 
It is also well known that if AlAl = AzAl, then any eigenspace of A1 is an invariant 
subspace of AZ. This allows us to describe an algorithm for determining the joint eigenpairs 
of two commuting matrices. Obviously, the algorithm can be easily extended to the case of 
a family of commutative matrices. 
Algorithm. 
STEP 1. Compute the eigenpairs of AI: [XI, ZI], . . . , [X,, q,], [&+I, x11,. . . , [&+,,XJ, 
where ]]ci]] = 1, d imXj>l(i=l,..., p;j=l,..., q). 
STEP 2. Forj=l,..., q,do 
(i) Orthonormalize the columns of Xj =+ Yj; 
(ii) Compute the eigenpairs of yjH AZ yj : [llj,l, Zj,l], . . . , [pj,rj, Zj,rj]. 
STEP 3. [(Xi, ~7 A2 Q), zi] (i = 1,. . . ,p) and [(x,+j,pj,e),Yj Zj,l] (j = 1,. . . , q, C = 
1 r.) are joint eigenpairs of {Al, AZ}. ,.“, J 
It is necessary to analyze the stability of the above algorithm, although we may adopt 
orthogonal transformations at each step. We will distinguish the two cases 
(1) [X, z] is an eigenpair of A 1, where Xi is simple and ]]c]] = 1. 
Suppose [x,4 (]]Z]] = 1) is an approximation pair solved by some stable method, for 
instance, the QR method with a computer having a t-digit word, according to [5], there 
exists Ei such that 
(Al+El)Z=A -6 llJ%ll I c * 2-* II&II. (2.1) 
There exists a unitary matrix (z Y) which satisfies 
(;@)Ai(zY)= (’ T). 
From [6], we can define an invertible operator T : T(r) = Xr - Lr such that ]]Z - z]] = 
WII 5 IIT-1ll ilE1ll. Now 
P- - - ZHA2 Z = zHA2 x + (AxHA x + xHA2 Ax + AxHA Ax) = p + A,u, 
IlkJll 5 2 II41 IIT-‘II IIWI + ow1112>~ 
Let (AS+&) Z = jiZ, then EQ = -rZH/](Z]]2, wherer=AgZ-Z~=(A~-~-A~)AX- 
xA~. Hence 
IIE~II 5 lid 5 II& - P - WI llA41 + II44 I CA~ . llT-‘11 llE~& (2.2) 
(2) [X,X] is an eigenpair of Al, where X is a repeated root and the columns of X are 
orthonormal. 
For simplicity, we assume that Al, A2 are nondefective. Then there exists an unitary 
matrix (X Y) such that An invertible operator T can be 
defined by T(r) = X r - L r. 
Suppose [x,2] is obtained by the QR method and the columns of j? are orthonormalized 
by the SVD method: I= A + AX, 2 = X + AX. Then there exists El [7] 
(Al + El) (X + AX) = (X + AX) (X + AX), [IElI\ I c .2-’ llA111. (2.3) 
From P31, IPXII I IIT-‘II IIGII + 0(llE1112) I c - P ll4ll IIT-‘Il. 
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Now we do not consider the influence of rounding error in calculations for Aa (in fact, it 
does not affect the stability of algorithm), and assume that 
(X + AX)HA2 (X + AX) 2 = 2 p, (2.4) 
where p = ~1 + Ap, 2 = 2 + AZ and XHA2 X Z = Z p, the columns of Z and 5 are 
orthonormal. We may assume llAp]l 5 cl IIAXll and IlAZll 5 c2 IlAXll, where c2 is related 
to the separation of eigenvalues of XHA2 X. 
From (2.4), we have 
Hence, if (X + AX, W) is a unitary matrix, then there exists R such that 
(Az-F)z&WR=i-(Aa-WRzHzH)j7.?=pzi. 
Therefore, if we let (AZ - Ez) 2 5 = 2 zji, then 
III&II = llWRzHzHII < [[R/l = IIWH(Az - jG> ji .@ 
I ll(A2 - F) (X + AXI (Z + Wll 
5 c-b (llAxll + llAzll + llAdl) 
5 CAl,Az 2-’ IIT-‘ll* (2.5) 
Consequently, the algorithm is stable if llT-‘ll = l/sep(A, L) (cf. [S]) is not too large. 
3. PERTURBATION BOUNDS 
Assume that Ak, Ek E CnXn, k = 1,. . . ,m. Let [Aci) (A(,‘), . . . , A$,)), di)] and 
[i(i) (X(i) 1 , . . . ,x$), iiZ(i)] be joint eigenpairs of {Ak};l and {AL + Ek}y, respectively, 1 5 
i 5 12. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose {Ak}? and {Ah + Ek}? are two families of pairwise commu t- 
ing Hermitian matrices. If ((El1 = maxl<]e<m (IEhJJ is sufficient small, then there exists a 
permutation R of the set (1,. . . , n} such thzt for i = 1,. . . , n, we have 
[IX(“) - %+))I1 5 fiIIE/l, II,@) - i?-(T(i))ll 5 CIIEJJ, (3.1) 
where C is a constant. 
PROOF: From the Weyl-Lidskii theorem [8], there exists a permutation ~1 of the set 
(1,. . . ,n} such that (Xy’) - ?;rl(i))( = (AA( 5 ((El)), i = 1,. . . ,n. Furthermore [5], 
II&) - ,_(*l(i))(l = llAz(‘)(( < C . IIE1ll. 
For k = 2,. . . , m, i = 1,. . . , n, let lplci)) = A:’ + AA:). Since 
0 = [(A6 + ,I&) _ irl(i))] ,-(rt(i)) 
= [(Ak + Ek) - (Xf) + AX(‘))] ( Ji) + AS(i)) 
=- A@ .ci) + & x(i) + [;Ax + Ek) - (Xt’ + AAf))] A&). 
Hence, when [IElI --) 0 : IIAz(‘)II + 0 * AxfJ + 0. This means that we can take ?rl as a 
permutation ~FL, when the Weyl-Lidskii theorem is applied on (Ak + Ak-+-Ek), k = 2,. . . , m. 
Therefore, taking A = ~1, we have 
p(i) _ $r(i))ll = 
- ir.(l))l2) 1’2 5 (g jlEkji2) 1’2 I fi[IEll, 
and (Iz(i) - 5(“(“))(1 < CllEll. Th e p roof of Theorem 3.1 is complete. 
” The matrices {Ak}y in (1.2) are Hermitian about some inner product (e, .&, where p is a 
positive definite matrix. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that {Ah}? and {Ak+E k } y are t Wo families of pairwise commuting 
and Hermitian about (.,.)p. If jjE]j = maxl<k<m ll~~]l is sufficient small, then there exists 
apermutationnoftheset(1,...,n}sucb &atfori=l,...,n: 
(3.2) 
where Cl is a constant relating to condition numbers about eigenvalues of {Ak}i”, Cz is a 
constant relating to condition numbers about eigenvectors of Al. 
PROOF: We notice that {Pi Ak P-i}y and {P*(Ak + Ek) P-~}~ are Hermitian. There- 
fore, for k = 1,. . . , m, if [fit), yf’] and [v;), zf’] (i = 1,. . . , n) are eigenpairs of Ak and 
Ak + Ek, respectively, then there exists a permutation Bk of the set (1,. . . , n} such that 
Q’ - $k(i))I 5 c, II&II, I@’ - .~k(i))ll < c, II&II, i= l,...,n. 
The remainder of the proof is the same as that of Theorem 3.1. 
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